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Optical measuring techniques

Optical measuring Tools are the ones which use varieties of glass mirrors that are placed at
different angles, to view objects. These are most widely used in various industries today. They help
in analyzing several objects and collecting their data, which can be used for further processes.
Latest advances in the field of optical measuring techniques involves the use of 3D Scanning
system, 3D motion analysis, 3D Laser scanning services etc.

All about APM Technologies:

The given website http://whitelightscanning.com is all about APM Technologies that offer a wide
range of scanning tools, which are officially distributed by GOM. APM Technologies was started with
the motto to bring in latest technologies in the field of 3D scanning systems, reverse engineering
services, measuring and prod development techniques etc., into the Indian industry. Now this
website designed provides all the information about the various services offered by APM
technologies.

This address directs to the home page of the company, which contains variety of subheads namely
the products, services, applications, about APM Technologies, the industries etc. The language in
the home page can be changed as per the convenience of the person going through the site.
Information in the website is available in 5 different languages like the UK English, German, French,
Spanish and Italian. Each side head on the tool bar is explained individually in detail in the website.
According to the information available on the website, various products marketed by APM
technologies include the 3D scanner, ATOS 3D White light scanner, ESPI, PONTOS, ARGUS,
ARAMIS,TRITOP Photogrammetric etc. that are described in detail under the products section.

The website http://whitelightscanning.com also provides information about the range of different
industries like the automotives, aerospace, power generation â€“turbines, transportation, medical
technologies etc, for which APM technologies offer the 3D scanning system. The website also
explains the benefits and services offered like the quality control, product development, design
modifications, packaging, Face lift, digital mock up, milling engineering, product life extension etc.

The website offers complete information about the divisions like scanning and deformation
measurement sections in which the work process goes on at APM technologies. According to the
information furnished on the website, the company holds several kinds of scanning deals, services
like surface modeling, solid modeling and inspection of the reverse engineered parts. Latest news
and the events occurring in the company are mentioned in the news and events section, placed on
one side in the page. There is a faq section on the page, that helps in clarifying all the possible
queries related to its products like the PONTOS, ESPI, 3D scanner, ARGUS etc, and the services
like the 3D motion analysis, class A surfacing, rapid prototyping services, surface and solid
modeling, 3D laser scanning services, quality control etc.

The website holds a FTP section, which is for the employer purpose. It also contains a contact us
section through which any lay man interested to know the details of the company can reach them.
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Get More Information visit here. a 3D laser scanning services and a 3D motion analysis.
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